SHELBY RAPT OR
BAJA EDITION
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SHELBY BAJA RAPTOR F-150

Estimated MSRP: US$118,460 (including base truck)
Conversion of titled Raptor: US$50,295 (post-title conversion)
Average Ford F-150 Raptor price: US$68,165

The Shelby Raptor has returned and it is all business. Now available on the stronger, lighter and more nimble 2017-2018 platform, Shelby
American turns the capable machine into an extreme off-roader with key enhancements to the truck’s suspension, power and styling.
Under the hood, the Shelby Raptor has a custom cold-air performance intake system and tune, feeding the Ford Performance EcoBoost engine.
This gives the twin-turbo V-6 an amazing 525+ horsepower and an astonishing 610+ foot pounds of torque.
The most noticeable change to the newest generation Shelby Raptor is its amazing suspension system. Developed with FOX Racing, the fourcorner adjustable system includes reliable technologies that adapt to any terrain from smooth streets to rigorous off-road trails with a simple
‘no tool needed’ adjustment. The robust suspension system rides on high performance BFGoodrich KM2 35/12.50R18 tires mounted to 18” alloy
wheels.
The Shelby is styled handsomely throughout. The outside featuring a functional ram air hood, painted grille, rock sliders with automatic running
boards, front and rear bumpers, a chase rack and an eight LED light configuration. Inside, the truck has a custom leather interior and is adorned
with Shelby Raptor Baja embroidery and badging.
Standard Features
Exterior
- Shelby dual intake, ram air hood
- Power steps with rock sliders and lights
- Shelby Baja Raptor Striping and badging
- Front grille surround
Front bumper system
- Steel, Flat black front bumper
- Tow points & air flow vents
- 40” curved LED light bar
- 2x 10” LED driving lights
Rear bumper system
- Steel, Flat black rear bumper
- 2x 10” LED driving lights
- 2x LED square lights

Bed Chase Rack System
- Steel, Flat black chase rack
- 50” power actuated up/down LED light bar
- Side panels
- Full size spare wheel mounts

Interior
- Serialized engine plate and dash plaque
- Shelby Baja Raptor floormats and badging
- Shelby leather interior upgrade
- Carbon fiber interior accents
- Deep tinted windows

Performance
- 3 year / 36,000 mile limited warranty
- 6x 18” Shelby Raptor alloy wheels
- 6x BFG KM2 35/12.50R18 Tires
Shelby EcoBoost performance upgrade,
- Cold air performance intake system
- High flow air filter with oversized tube
- Performance aluminum intercooler
- One piece heat shield
- Shelby proprietary performance tune

Shelby by FOX 3” Raptor Stage 2 Suspension
- Front 3” coilover internal bypass adjustable
reservoir shocks
- Rear 3” external bypass adjustable reservoir
shocks
- Orange anodized aluminum hardware
- Heat diffuser fins
- Adjustable dual speed controls
- Suspension undercoating protection
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NOTE: Pricing, options and availability subject to change without notice. Minimum 91 octane required. LED lights for off-road use only. Equipment may void factory powertrain warranty. International customers should check for import restrictions. Due
to the external bypass system, you may hear a noise coming from underneath the truck when driving at low speeds. This is the sound of the valves opening and closing on the rear bypass shocks. This is a NORMAL characteristic of this type of high
performance external bypass shock system. SHELBY®, SHELBY GT®, GT500®, GT350®, SUPER SNAKE® and SHELBY AMERICAN™ are registered trademarks and/or the tradedress of Carroll Shelby and Carroll Shelby Licensing, Inc. (Shelby).

